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Summary: The Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA) made
contributions to NovaLIS Technologies Limited to help it in the
business of developing commercial land records software.

NovaLIS experienced financial difficulty and went out of
business.

It filed a Proposal under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act
which would be funded by tax credits its parent corporation
would be entitled to receive so long as it did not become
bankrupt.  ACOA has indicated it would vote against the
proposal.  Its position has been that it is owed a certain sum



which is enough to defeat the proposal and thus put NovaLIS
into bankruptcy.  NovaLIS says that it owes ACOA a
significantly smaller amount and therefore cannot put it into
bankruptcy by ACOA’s vote.   With bankruptcy the tax credits
which were to fund the proposal would be lost leaving nothing
for unsecured creditors.   However, bankruptcy would relieve
the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) of the need to grant the
credits.  This will be all to the net benefit of Her Majesty in the
right of Canada.  NovaLIS further says that it would be a
wrongful use of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act for ACOA
to vote against the proposal, because its vote is intended for the
benefit of the CRA.

Issue: What is the correct amount owing by NovaLIS to ACOA?  This
is a matter of interpretation of certain clauses in the agreements
covering the contributions.

If ACOA votes against the proposal so as to result in
bankruptcy and the unavailability of the tax credits, will that be
an improper use of the BIA?

Held: The contribution agreements are interpreted with the result that
ACOA was found to be owed the greater amount and it was
found that voting against the proposal would not be improper.
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